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Williams Jade HJ1PCBASS
Blown Airwell Prep Counter

Fridge

$6,556.68 +GST

View more Product Details

Add to Cart                              

Request a Quote                    

Williams Jade HJ1PCBASS Blown Airwell Prep Counter Fridge is self-contained, has R134a refrigerant gas, solid door type, 160
kilograms in weight, 1 door and shelf, 1152mm (W) x 830mm (D) x 870mm (H) on castors, 5 X 1/3 GN pans, 1 to 4 degrees
celcius temperature range, stainless steel finish, and 400 litres of storage capacity.

Description

Williams Jade HJ1PCBASS Blown Airwell Prep Counter Fridge

Features include:

Made in Australia
Stainless steel finish
Blown Air well
43 degree centigrade ambient environment
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Refrigerated blown air over and under ALL pans
Polycarbonate sliding lids over blown air well
Fully enclosed stainless steel well under food pans - prevents food from dropping into cabinet
Raised ergonomically angle pots
Removable wire grid for easy tray sliding
One plastic coated shelf per door
Forced air refrigeration system contained in a removable cassette for easy servicing and maintenance
Automatic defrost
Waste heat recovery vaporiser
Removable blown air ducts for easy cleaning
Self closing doors with easy to clean handles
Anti corrosive evaporator coil coating
Hermetique compressor
400 Litres capacity
5 x 1/3 150mm Deep Pans
1152mm (W) x 830mm (D) x 870mm (H)

 Show More/Less
The Williams prep fridge is a must-have for any food business for their kitchen to run their food business efficiently. The
design of this prep fridge reduces the food-making time as the running ingredients can be stored in optimal temperatures in
food-graded containers. This prep fridge has one door, which is also best under bench fridge to store your food items for
immediate access. Commercial Fridge & Freezer Sales Australia is a leading place where you can find hospitality equipment and
relevant supplies to make your kitchen more efficient.

Why Choose Williams Prep Fridge for Efficient Kitchen
Operations?
The Williams prep fridge is more than just a storage unit; it's a versatile kitchen assistant designed to accelerate food
preparation processes. With its ingenious design, this fridge allows for ingredients to be stored at optimal temperatures in
food-graded containers. This not only enhances the food's freshness but also speeds up meal preparation by providing easy
access to all key ingredients. Moreover, the single-door feature makes it a highly functional under-bench fridge, offering
immediate access to stored food items without the need to move around the kitchen.

Multi-Functional Use of Williams Prep Fridge as an Under-Bench Table
One of the standout features of the Williams Prep Fridge is its dual utility as both a storage unit and a preparation table. Its
sturdy, flat top provides an additional surface that can be used for food preparation, topping, or even as a makeshift counter
during busy hours. This seamless integration of storage and prep space makes it an indispensable asset for any commercial
kitchen looking to optimise its operations. When placed under a bench, it offers a convenient, space-saving solution without
compromising on functionality or ease of access.

Where to Get Your Williams Prep Fridge in Australia?
Commercial Fridge & Freezer Sales Australia is your go-to destination for sourcing the Williams Prep Fridge along with other
essential hospitality equipment. Their extensive inventory ensures that you'll find a product that meets your specific needs, be
it in terms of size, features, or budget. Investing in our top-selling prep fridge by Williams ensures that you're not only getting a
high-quality product but also robust customer support and warranty services. Make your kitchen more efficient and responsive
to the fast-paced demands of the food industry with this exceptional kitchen appliance.

Temperature Range of Williams Prep Fridge
The Williams Prep Fridge is engineered to offer a wide temperature range that's ideal for storing various types of ingredients
crucial to food businesses. Its ability to maintain optimal temperatures in food-graded containers ensures that your perishables
stay fresh for longer periods. Whether it's delicate vegetables, dairy, or meats, you can trust this fridge to provide the exact
temperature control required. This feature is particularly important for meeting food safety standards and minimising waste,
making the Williams Prep Fridge an efficient choice for kitchen operations.
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Stainless Steel Build of Williams Prep Fridge
Durability and hygiene are two fundamental considerations in the food industry, and the Williams Prep Fridge delivers on both
fronts with its robust stainless steel construction. This material is not only resistant to corrosion but also easy to clean, ensuring
that you can maintain a high level of hygiene with minimal effort. The sleek stainless steel build also adds a professional look to
your kitchen, matching well with other commercial appliances. Its durability ensures that it stands up to the rigours of daily use,
making it a long-lasting investment for any food business.

Electrical Information of Williams Prep Fridge
The power supply of a Williams prep fridge is 10 amps, and it consumes 3.8 amps while running. It has a 2-meter power cable
that can be plugged into any socket standard. This makes it a relatively energy-efficient appliance for its capabilities. Moreover,
it features a 2-meter power cable that can be plugged into any standard socket, offering flexibility in placement. This electrical
efficiency dovetails nicely with its performance features, making it a balanced option for businesses keen on reducing
operational costs.

Williams Prep Fridge: Ideal for a Café or a Pizza Shop
Generally, the Williams prep fridge is used as a make table in pizza shops or cafés where hospitality managers store running
ingredients in PMV sequence, i.e. pepperoni, meat and vegetables. This prep fridge increases efficiency and reduces kitchen
time as all the important ingredients can be stored for daily operations. Apart from prep fridges, we do have Café equipment of
commercial grade. Our prep fridge is ideal for the following:

Store Meat Williams Prep Fridge1.
Store Seafood Williams Prep Fridge2.
Store Cheese Williams Prep Fridge3.
Store Sausages Williams Prep Fridge4.
Store vegetables Williams Prep Fridge5.
Thaw Frozen Products in Williams Prep Fridge Underneath Grill6.

Buy Williams Prep Fridge and Other Hospitality Supplies
from Commercial Fridge & Freezer Sales Australia
When it comes to equipping your food business with reliable, efficient, and durable appliances, Commercial Fridge & Freezer
Sales Australia is the go-to source. Not only do we offer a wide range of high-quality hospitality supplies products, but their
expertise in the hospitality industry makes them an invaluable partner in optimising your operations.

Additional Information

Country of Manufacture Australia

External Colour Stainless Steel

Brand Williams

Model HJ1PCBASS

Warranty 2 Years

Temperature Operating Range C 1°C / 4°C

Temperature Display / Control Yes

Climate / Ambient Temperature Rating Ambient Rating C = 43°C

Refrigerant R134a

External Dimensions (mm) 1152mm (W) x 830mm (D) x 870mm (H) on castors

Capacity/Volume 400 Litres
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Other Details 5x1/3 Gn pans

Power Information Power supply = 240V 50Hz

Power Usage 3.8amps

Internal Colour Stainless Steel

About the Product

Williams Jade HJ1PCBASS Blown Airwell Prep Counter Fridge has a
unique airflow design, ensuring consistent uniform temperature
across the food pans. Williams HJ1PCBASS is a pizza and sandwich
counter.

Inter Warehouse Product Surcharge
For WA, NT & TAS a extra charge of $250.00 plus GST will be added
to the base cost of delivery and will be required to be paid before
shipment.

Manufacturer's Suggested Retail Price $8,406.00
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